
COMMENT 

The Hell on Earth 
 

THE CULTURE OF CRIME WHICH Gujarat has become addicted to and identified with has 
made the state of Gandhi stink eternally. If Gujarat had even an iota of shame and self-respect left 
it would have itself hanged the persons in authority clamorously as a public spectacle long ago, 
purging itself of the ignominy that this humanoid piled on it. Gujarat has decided it would ever 
remain a lair of criminals and a den of savages, beyond the pale of humanity, beyond the reach of 
civilization. 
 

Only Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) can have the gall to demand that no artiste be political 
unless it be its henchman. That artistes be dumb, insensitive to their social conscience and 
immune to human concerns, indifferent to violence, and indiscriminately wedded to injustice. 

So, only those who are mentally deficient and morally dead, among the artistes and creators, 
will be allowed the luxuries of life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness. That is, they all be steeped in 
the culture of illiterates and imbeciles. 

 
The Gujarat that has chosen monsters to represent it has damned itself and proudly declared 

itself to be the hell on earth. 
 
It is not just a stray case or two of an Aamir Khan or a Mallika Sarabhai that should make the 

nation sit up, or the Mumbai’s film fraternity stir itself into action. 
 
They should shun and denounce, boycott and blackball Gujarat, otherwise they too would be 

deemed complicit in the rapes, genocides, arsons, and thuggery that distinguish Gujarat as a 
dungeon, a cockpit, and a  charnel house. 

 
No gods of any religion will ever be able to wash Gujarat’s crimes and cleanse its soul because 

it lacks even a grain of asmita and even a strand of swabhiman. 
 
Gujarat which determines that it would commit crimes, and insists that they be covered up, 

has declared itself to be a colony of killers and crooks, cold-blooded and corrupt to the core. It has 
no place in the Indian union nor in any human habitat. 

 
Unless it renounces its crimes, and atones for its sins, it would be seen inhuman and 

unrepentant, criminal and corrupt. 
 
Any person or organization, commercial or otherwise, associating with Gujarat in any field, is 

courting hell, by aiding its crime spree, by abetting its immorality, by applauding its incessant 
blood-letting, by adulating its treason, and by approving its terrorism. 

 
Unless saffronazis are extirpated, India will self-destruct much more viciously and violently 

than Nazi Germany. For India to stay as a nation state the HinduTaliban must be wiped out. Sloth 
in the matter will be suicidal. ????
 


